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A BSTRACT
Consider a prediction setting with few in-distribution labeled examples and many
unlabeled examples both in- and out-of-distribution (OOD). The goal is to learn
a model which performs well both in-distribution and OOD. In these settings,
auxiliary information is often cheaply available for every input. How should we best
leverage this auxiliary information for the prediction task? Empirically across three
image and time-series datasets, and theoretically in a multi-task linear regression
setting, we show that (i) using auxiliary information as input features improves
in-distribution error but can hurt OOD error; but (ii) using auxiliary information as
outputs of auxiliary pre-training tasks improves OOD error. To get the best of both
worlds, we introduce In-N-Out, which first trains a model with auxiliary inputs and
uses it to pseudolabel all the in-distribution inputs, then pre-trains a model on OOD
auxiliary outputs and fine-tunes this model with the pseudolabels (self-training).
We show both theoretically and empirically that In-N-Out outperforms auxiliary
inputs or outputs alone on both in-distribution and OOD error.

1

I NTRODUCTION

When models are tested on distributions that are different from the training distribution, they typically
suffer large drops in performance (Blitzer and Pereira, 2007; Szegedy et al., 2014; Jia and Liang, 2017;
AlBadawy et al., 2018; Hendrycks et al., 2019a). For example, in remote sensing, central tasks include
predicting poverty, crop type, and land cover from satellite imagery for downstream humanitarian,
policy, and environmental applications (Xie et al., 2016; Jean et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2020; Rußwurm
et al., 2020). In some developing African countries, labels are scarce due to the lack of economic
resources to deploy human workers to conduct expensive surveys (Jean et al., 2016). To make accurate
predictions in these countries, we must extrapolate to out-of-distribution (OOD) examples across
different geographic terrains and political borders.
We consider a semi-supervised setting with few in-distribution labeled examples and many unlabeled
examples from both in- and out-of-distribution (e.g., global satellite imagery). While labels are scarce,
auxiliary information is often cheaply available for every input and may provide some signal for the
missing labels. Auxiliary information can come from additional data sources (e.g., climate data from
other satellites) or derived from the original input (e.g., background or non-visible spectrum image
channels). This auxiliary information is often discarded or not leveraged, and how to best use them
is unclear. One way is to use them directly as input features (aux-inputs); another is to treat them
as prediction outputs for an auxiliary task (aux-outputs) in pre-training. Which approach leads to
better in-distribution or OOD performance?
Aux-inputs provide more features to potentially improve in-distribution performance, and one may
hope that this also improves OOD performance. Indeed, previous results on standard datasets show
that improvements in in-distribution accuracy correlate with improvements in OOD accuracy (Recht
et al., 2019; Taori et al., 2020; Xie et al., 2020; Santurkar et al., 2020). However, in this paper we find
that aux-inputs can introduce more spurious correlations with the labels: as a result, while aux-inputs
often improve in-distribution accuracy, they can worsen OOD accuracy. We give examples of this
trend on CelebA (Liu et al., 2015) and real-world satellite datasets in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
Conversely, aux-output methods such as pre-training may improve OOD performance through
auxiliary supervision (Caruana, 1997; Weiss et al., 2016; Hendrycks et al., 2019a). Hendrycks et al.
∗
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Figure 1: A sketch of the In-N-Out algorithm which consists of three steps:
1) use auxiliary information as input (Aux-in) to achieve good in-distribution
performance, 2) use auxiliary information as output in pre-training (Aux-out),
to improve OOD performance, 3) fine-tune the pretrained model from step
2 using the labeled data and in-distribution unlabeled data with pseudolabels
generated from step 1 to improve in- and out-of-distribution.

Figure 2: Graphical
model for our theoretical setting: prediction
task with input x,
target y, and auxiliary
information z, which is
related to y through the
latent variable w and
latent noise u.

(2019a) show that pre-training on ImageNet can improve adversarial robustness, and Hendrycks et al.
(2019b) show that auxiliary self-supervision tasks can improve robustness to synthetic corruptions.
In this paper, we find that while aux-outputs improve OOD accuracy, the in-distribution accuracy is
worse than with aux-inputs. Thus, we elucidate a tradeoff between in- and out-of-distribution accuracy
that occurs when using auxiliary information as inputs or outputs.
To theoretically study how to best use auxiliary information, we extend the multi-task linear regression
setting (Du et al., 2020; Tripuraneni et al., 2020) to allow for distribution shifts. We show that auxiliary
information helps in-distribution error by providing useful features for predicting the target, but the relationship between the aux-inputs and the target can shift significantly OOD, worsening the OOD error.
In contrast, the aux-outputs model first pre-trains on unlabeled data to learn a lower-dimensional representation and then solves the target task in the lower-dimensional space. We prove that the aux-outputs
model improves robustness to arbitrary covariate shift compared to not using auxiliary information.
Can we do better than using auxiliary information as inputs or outputs alone? We answer affirmatively
by proposing the In-N-Out algorithm to combine the benefits of auxiliary inputs and outputs (Figure 1).
In-N-Out first uses an aux-inputs model, which has good in-distribution accuracy, to pseudolabel
in-distribution unlabeled data. It then pre-trains a model using aux-outputs and finally fine-tunes this
model on the larger training set consisting of labeled and pseudolabeled data. We prove that In-N-Out,
which combines self-training and pre-training, further improves both in-distribution and OOD error
over the aux-outputs model.
We show empirical results on CelebA and two remote sensing tasks (land cover and cropland
prediction) that parallel the theory. On all datasets, In-N-Out improves OOD accuracy and has
competitive or better in-distribution accuracy over aux-inputs or aux-outputs alone and improves 1–2%
in-distribution, 2–3% OOD over not using auxiliary information on remote sensing tasks. Ablations
of In-N-Out show that In-N-Out achieves similar improvements over pre-training or self-training alone
(up to 5% in-distribution, 1–2% OOD on remote sensing tasks). We also find that using OOD (rather
than in-distribution) unlabeled examples for pre-training is crucial for OOD improvements.

2

S ETUP

Let x ∈ Rd be the input (e.g., a satellite image), y ∈ R be the target (e.g., crop type), and z ∈ RT be
the cheaply obtained auxiliary information either from additional sources (e.g., climate information)
or derived from the original data (e.g., background).
Training data. Let Pid and Pood denote the underlying distribution of (x,y,z) triples in-distribution
and out-of-distribution, respectively. The training data consists of (i) in-distribution labeled
id mid
data {(xi , yi , zi )}ni=1 ∼ Pid , (ii) in-distribution unlabeled data {(xid
i , zi )}i=1 ∼ Pid , and (iii)
ood ood mood
out-of-distribution unlabeled data {(xi ,zi )}i=1 ∼ Pood .
Goal and risk metrics. Our goal is to learn a model from input and auxiliary information to the
target, f : Rd × RT → R. For a loss function `, the in-distribution population risk of the model f is
Rid (f ) = Ex,y,z∼Pid [`(f (x,z),y)], and its OOD population risk is Rood (f ) = Ex,y,z∼Pood [`(f (x,z),y)].
2
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2.1 M ODELS
We consider three common ways to use the auxiliary information (z) to learn a model.
Baseline. The baseline minimizes the empirical risk on labeled data while ignoring the auxiliary
information (accomplished by setting z to 0):
n
1X
fˆbs = argmin
`(f (xi ,0),yi ).
n i=1
f

(1)

Aux-inputs. The aux-inputs model minimizes the empirical risk on labeled data while using the
auxiliary information as features:
n
1X
`(f (xi ,zi ),yi ).
fˆin = argmin
n i=1
f

(2)

Aux-outputs. The aux-outputs model leverages the auxiliary information z by using it as the
prediction target of an auxiliary task, in hopes that there is a low-dimensional feature representation
that is common to predicting both z and y. Training the aux-outputs model consists of two steps:
In the pre-training step, we use all the unlabeled data to learn a shared feature representation. Let
h : Rd → Rk denote a feature map and gz-out : Rk → RT denote a mapping from feature representation
to the auxiliary outputs. Let `aux denote the loss function for the auxiliary information. We define
the empirical risk of h and gz-out as:
R̂pre (h,gz-out ) =

mid
m
ood

X
X
1
id
ood
ood
`aux (gz-out (h(xid
)),z
)+
`
(g
(h(x
)),z
)
.
aux
z-out
i
i
i
i
mid +mood i=1
i=1

(3)

The estimate of the feature map is ĥout = argminh mingz-out R̂pre (h,gz-out ).
In the transfer step, the model uses the pre-trained feature map ĥout and the labeled data to learn the
mapping gy-out : Rk → R from feature representation to target y. We define the transfer empirical risk as:
n

R̂trans (ĥout ,gy-out ) =

1X
`(gy-out (ĥout (xi )),yi )
n i=1

(4)

The estimate of the target mapping is ĝy-out = argmingy-out R̂trans (ĥout ,gy-out ). The final aux-outputs
model is
fˆout (x,z) = ĝy-out (ĥout (x)).
(5)
Like the baseline model, the aux-outputs model ignores the auxiliary information for prediction.

3

T HEORETICAL A NALYSIS OF AUX - INPUTS AND AUX - OUTPUTS M ODELS

We now analyze the baseline, aux-inputs, and aux-outputs models introduced in Section 2. Our setup
extends a linear regression setting commonly used for analyzing multi-task problems (Du et al., 2020;
Tripuraneni et al., 2020).
Setup. See Figure 2 for the graphical model. Let w = B ? x ∈ Rk be a low-dimensional latent feature
(k ≤ d) shared between auxiliary information z and the target y. Let u ∈ Rm denote unobserved latent
variables not captured in x. We assume z and y are linear functions of u and w:
>
y = θw
w+θu> u+,
z = A? w+C ? u,

(6)
(7)

where  ∼ P denotes noise with mean 0 and variance σ 2 . As in Du et al. (2020), we assume the
dimension of the auxiliary information T is greater than the feature dimension k, that is T ≥ k, and
that A? ,B ? and C ? have full rank (rank k). We also assume T ≥ m, where m is the dimension of u.
Data. Let Px and Pu denote the distribution of x and u in-distribution (ID), and let Px0 , Pu0 denote
the distribution x and u OOD. We assume x and u are independent, have distributions with bounded
density everywhere, and have invertible covariance matrices. We assume the mean of u is zero in3
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and out-of-distribution1 . We assume we have n ≥ m + d in-distribution labeled training examples
and unlimited access to unlabeled data both ID and OOD, a common assumption in unsupervised
domain adaptation theory (Sugiyama et al., 2007; Kumar et al., 2020; Raghunathan et al., 2020).
Loss metrics. We use the squared loss for the target and auxiliary losses: `(ŷ,y) = (y − ŷ)2 and
`aux (z,z 0 ) = kz−z 0 k22 .
Models. We assume all model families (f , h, gz-out , gy-out ) in Section 2 are linear.
Let S = (A? ,B ? ,C ? ,θw ,θu ,Px ,Pu ) denote a problem setting which satisfies all the above assumptions.
3.1 AUXILIARY INPUTS HELP IN - DISTRIBUTION , BUT CAN HURT OOD
We first show that the aux-inputs model (2) performs better than the baseline model (1) in-distribution.
Intuitively, the target y depends on both the inputs x (through w) and latent variable u (Figure 2). The
baseline model only uses x to predict y; thus it cannot capture the variation in y due to u. On the other
hand, the aux-inputs model uses x and z to predict y. Since z is a function of x (through w) and u,
u can be recovered from x and z by inverting this relation. Note that u is unobserved but implicitly
recovered. The aux-inputs model can then combine u and x to predict y better.
Let σu2 = Eu∼Pu [(θu> u)2 ] denote the (in-distribution) variance of y due to the latent variables u. The
following proposition shows that if σu2 > 0 then with enough training examples the aux-inputs model
has lower in-distribution population risk than the baseline model.2
Proposition 1. For all problem settings S, P , assuming regularity conditions (bounded x, u,
sub-Gaussian noise , and T = m), and σu2 > 0, for all δ > 0, there exists N such that for n ≥ N number
of training points, with probability at least 1 − δ over the training examples, the aux-inputs model
improves over the baseline:
Rid (fˆin ) < Rid (fˆbs ).
(8)
Although using z as input leads to better in-distribution performance, we show that the aux-inputs
model can perform worse than the baseline model OOD for any number of training examples.
Intuitively, the aux-inputs model uses z, which can be unreliable OOD because z depends on u and
>
>
u can shift OOD. In more detail, the aux-inputs model learns to predict ŷ = θ̂x,in
x+ θ̂z,in
z, where the
>
>
true output y = θx x+θz z, and θ̂z,in is an approximation to the true parameter θz , that has some error.
Out-of-distribution u and hence z can have very high variance, which would magnify (θ̂z,in −θz )> z
and lead to bad predictions.
Example 1. There exists a problem setting S, P , such that for every n, there is some test distribution
Px0 ,Pu0 with:
(9)
E[Rood (fˆin )] > E[Rood (fˆbs )]
3.2 P RE - TRAINING IMPROVES RISK UNDER ARBITRARY COVARIATE SHIFT
While using z as inputs (aux-inputs) can worsen performance relative to the baseline, our first main
result is that the aux-outputs model (which pre-trains to predict z from x, and then transfers the learned
representation to predict y from x) outperforms the baseline model for all test distributions.
Intuition. Referring to Figure 2, we see that the mapping from inputs x to auxiliary z passes through
the lower dimensional features w. In the pre-training step, the aux-outputs model predicts z from
x using a low rank linear model, and we show that this recovers the ‘bottleneck’ features w (up to
symmetries; more formally we recover the rowspace of B ? ). In the transfer step, the aux-outputs
model learns a linear map from the lower-dimensional w to y, while the baseline predicts y directly
from x. To warm up, without distribution shift, the expected excess risk only depends on the dimension
of the input, and not the conditioning. That is, the expected excess risk in linear regression is exactly
dσ 2 /n, where d is the input dimension, so the aux-outputs trivially improves over the baseline since
dim(w) < dim(x). In contrast, the worst case risk under distribution shift depends on the conditioning
of the data, which could be worse for w than x. Our proof shows that the worst case risk (over all
x and u) is still better for the aux-outputs model because projecting to the low-dimensional feature
representation “zeroes-out” some error directions.
1

This is not limiting because bias in z can be folded into x.
Since z is typically low-dimensional and x is high-dimensional (e.g., images), the aux-inputs model needs
only a slightly larger number of examples before it outperforms the baseline.
2
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Algorithm 1 In-N-Out
Require: in-distribution labeled data {(xi ,yi ,zi )}n
i=1 ∼ Pid ,
id mid
in-distribution unlabeled data {(xid
i ,zi )}i=1 ∼ Pid ,
ood mood
OOD unlabeled data {(xood
i ,zi )}i=1 ∼ Pood
ˆ
1: Learn fin : (x,z) 7→ y from in-distribution labeled data {(xi ,yi ,zi )}n
i=1 ∼ Pid
id mid
ood ood mood
2: Pre-train gz-out ◦ ĥout : x 7→ z on aux-outputs from all unlabeled data {(xid
i ,zi )}i=1 ∪{(xi ,zi )}i=1
n
ˆ
ˆ id id mid
3: Return f = ĝ◦ ĥout : x 7→ y trained on labeled and pseudolabeled data {(xi ,yi )}i=1 ∪{(xid
i ,fin (xi ,zi )}i=1

Theorem 1. For all problem settings S, noise distributions P , test distributions Px0 , Pu0 , and n ≥ m+d
number of training points:
(10)
E[Rood (fˆout )] ≤ E[Rood (fˆbs )].
See Appendix A for the proof.

4

I N -N-O UT:

COMBINING AUXILIARY INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

We propose the In-N-Out algorithm, which combines both the aux-inputs and aux-outputs models
for further complementary gains (Figure 1). As a reminder: (i) The aux-inputs model (x,z → y) is good
in-distribution, but bad OOD because z can be misleading OOD. (ii) The aux-outputs model (x → y)
is better than the baseline OOD, but worse than aux-inputs in-distribution because it doesn’t use z. (iii)
We propose the In-N-Out model (x → y), which uses pseudolabels from aux-inputs (stronger model)
in-distribution to transfer in-distribution accuracy to the aux-outputs model. The In-N-Out model
does not use z to make predictions since z can be misleading / spurious OOD.
In more detail, we use the aux-inputs model (which is good in-distribution) to pseudolabel
in-distribution unlabeled data. The pseudolabeled data provides more effective training samples
(self-training) to fine-tune an aux-outputs model pre-trained on predicting auxiliary information
from all unlabeled data. We present the general In-N-Out algorithm in Algorithm 1 and analyze it
in the linear multi-task regression setting of Section 2. The In-N-Out model fˆ = ĝ ◦ ĥout optimizes
the empirical risk on labeled and pseudolabeled data:
ĝ = argmin(1−λ)R̂trans (ĥout ,g)+λR̂st (ĥout ,fˆin ,g)

(11)

g

Pm1
ˆ id id
where R̂st (ĥout ,fˆin ,g) = m11 i=1
`(g(ĥout (xid
i )),fin (xi ,zi )) is the loss of self-training on pseudolabels
from the aux-inputs model, and λ ∈ [0,1] is a hyperparameter that trades off between labeled and
pseudolabeled losses. In our experiments, we fine-tune ĝ and ĥout together.
Theoretical setup. Because fine-tuning is difficult to analyze theoretically, we analyze a slightly
modified version of In-N-Out where we train an aux-inputs model to predict y given the features
ĥout (x) and auxiliary information z, so the aux-inputs model ĝin : Rk × RT → R is given by
Pn
ĝin = argming n1 i=1 `(g(ĥout (xi ),zi ),yi ). The population self-training loss on pseudolabels from
the aux-inputs model ĝin ◦ ĥout is: Rst (ĥout , ĝin ,g) = Ex,z∼Pid [`(g(ĥout (x)), ĝin (ĥout (x),z))], and we
minimize the self-training loss: ĝ = argming Rst (ĥout ,ĝin ,g). At test time given input x,z the In-N-Out
model predicts ĝ(ĥout (x)). For the theory, we assume all models (ĝin ,ĝ,andĥout ) are linear.
4.1 I N -N-O UT IMPROVES OVER PRE - TRAINING UNDER ARBITRARY COVARIATE SHIFT
We prove that In-N-Out helps on top of pre-training, as long as the auxiliary features give us information
about y relative to the noise  in-distribution—that is, if σu2 is much larger than σ 2 .
To build intuition, first consider the special case where the noise σ 2 = 0 (equivalently,  = 0). Since
>
u can be recovered from w and z, we can write y as a linear function of w and z: y = γw
w+γz> z. We
train an aux-inputs model ĝin from w,z to y on finite labeled data. Since there is no noise, ĝin predicts
y perfectly from w,z (we learn γw and γz ). We use ĝin to pseudolabel a large amount of unlabeled
data, and since ĝin predicts y perfectly from w,z, the pseudolabels are perfect. So here pseudolabeling
gives us a much larger and correctly labeled dataset to train the In-N-Out model on.
The technical challenge is proving that self-training helps under arbitrary covariate shift even when
the noise is non-zero (σ 2 > 0), so the aux-inputs model ĝin that we learn is accurate but not perfect.
5
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Figure 3: Summary of the datasets used in our experiments.
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In this case, the pseudolabels have an error which propagates to the In-N-Out model self-trained on
these pseudolabels, but we want to show that the error is lower than for the aux-outputs model. The
error in linear regression is proportional to the noise of the target y, which for the aux-outputs model
is σ 2 + σu2 . We show that the In-N-Out model uses the aux-inputs model to reduce the dependence
on the noise σu2 , because the aux-inputs model uses both w and z to predict y. The proof reduces to
showing that the max singular value for the In-N-Out error matrix is less than the min-singular value
of the aux-outputs error matrix with high probability. A core part of the argument is to lower bound the
min-singular value of a random matrix (Lemma 3). This uses techniques from random matrix theory
(see e.g., Chapter 2.7 in Tao (2012)); the high level idea is to show that with probability 1 − δ each
column of the random matrix has a (not too small) component orthogonal to all other columns.
Theorem 2. In the linear setting, for all problem settings S with σu2 > 0, test distributions Px0 ,Pu0 ,
n ≥ m+d number of training points, and δ > 0, there exists a,b > 0 such that for all noise distributions
P , with probability at least 1 − δ over the training examples and test example x0 ∼ Px0 , the ratio of
the excess risks (for all σ 2 small enough that a−bσ 2 > 0) is:
ood
Rin-out
−R∗
σ2
≤
ood
∗
a−bσ 2
Rout −R

(12)

Here R∗ = ming∗ ,h∗ Ex0 ,y0 ,z0 ∼P 0 [`(g ∗ (h∗ (x0 )),y 0 )] is the min. possible (Bayes-optimal) OOD risk,
ood
Rin-out
= Ey0 ∼Py0 0 |x0 [`(ĝ(ĥout (x0 )), y 0 )] is the risk of the In-N-Out model on test example x0 , and
ood
Rout
= Ey0 ∼Py0 0 |x0 [`(ĝy-out (ĥout (x0 )),y 0 )] is the risk of the aux-outputs model on test example x0 . Note
ood
ood
that Rin-out
and Rout
are random variables that depend on the test input x0 and the training set X.

Remark 1. As σ → 0, the excess risk ratio of In-N-Out to Aux-outputs goes to 0, so the In-N-Out
estimator is much better than the aux-outputs estimator.
The proof of the result is in Appendix A.

5

E XPERIMENTS

We show on real-world datasets for land cover and cropland prediction that aux-inputs can hurt OOD
performance, while aux-outputs improve OOD performance. In-N-Out improves OOD accuracy
and has competitive or better in-distribution accuracy over other models on all datasets (Section 5.2).
Secondly, we show that the tradeoff between in-distribution and OOD performance depends on the
choice of auxiliary information on CelebA and cropland prediction (Section 5.3). Finally, we show
that OOD unlabeled examples are important for improving OOD robustness (Section 5.4).
5.1 E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
We give a summary of considered datasets and setup here — see Figure 3 and Appendix B for details.
Our datasets use auxiliary information both derived from the input (CelebA, Cropland) and from other
sources (Landcover).
CelebA. In CelebA (Liu et al., 2015), the input x is a RGB image (resized to 64×64), the target y is
a binary label for gender, and the auxiliary information z are 7 (of 40) binary-valued attributes derived
from the input (e.g., presence of makeup, beard). We designate the set of images where the celebrity
is wearing a hat as OOD. We use a ResNet18 as the backbone model architecture for all models (see
Appendix B.1 for details).
6
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CelebA
ID Test Acc
OOD Acc
Baseline
Aux-inputs
Aux-outputs
In-N-Out (no pretrain)
In-N-Out
In-N-Out + repeated ST

90.46 ± 0.85
92.36 ± 0.29
94.0 ± 0.24
93.8 ± 0.56
93.42 ± 0.36
93.76 ± 0.46

72.64 ± 1.39
77.4 ± 1.33
77.68 ± 0.59
78.54 ± 1.31
79.42 ± 0.70
80.38 ± 0.68

Cropland
ID Test Acc
OOD Acc
94.50 ± 0.11
95.34 ± 0.22
95.12 ± 0.15
94.93 ± 0.15
95.45 ± 0.16
95.53 ± 0.19

90.30 ± 0.75
84.15 ± 4.23
91.63 ± 0.21
91.23 ± 0.61
91.94 ± 0.57
92.18 ± 0.40

Landcover
ID Test Acc OOD Test Acc
75.92 ± 0.25
76.58 ± 0.44
72.48 ± 0.37
76.54 ± 0.23
77.43 ± 0.39
77.10 ± 0.30

58.31 ± 1.87
54.78 ± 2.01
61.03 ± 0.97
59.19 ± 0.98
61.53 ± 0.74
62.61 ± 0.58

Table 1: Accuracy (%) of various models using auxiliary information as input, output, or both.
In-N-Out generally improves both in- and out-of-distribution over aux-inputs or aux-outputs alone.
Results are averaged over 5 trials with 90% intervals. Repeated ST refers to one round of repeated
self-training on top of In-N-Out.
Cropland. Crop type or cropland prediction is an important intermediate problem for crop yield
prediction (Cai et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2016; Kussul et al., 2017). The input x is a 50 × 50
RGB image taken by a satellite, the target y is a binary label that is 1 when the image contains
majority cropland, and the auxiliary information z is the center location coordinate plus 50 × 50
vegetation-related bands. The vegetation bands in the auxiliary information z is derived from the
original satellite image, which contains both RGB and other frequency bands. We use the Cropland
dataset from Wang et al. (2020), with data from the US Midwest. We designate Iowa, Missouri, and
Illinois as in-distribution and Indiana and Kentucky as OOD. Following Wang et al. (2020), we use
a U-Net-based model (Ronneberger et al., 2015). See Appendix B.2 for details.
Landcover. Land cover prediction involves classifying the land cover type (e.g., “grasslands”) from
satellite data at a location (Gislason et al., 2006; Rußwurm et al., 2020)). The input x is a time series
measured by NASA’s MODIS satellite (Vermote, 2015), the target y is one of 6 land cover classes,
and the auxiliary information z is climate data (e.g., temperature) from ERA5, a dataset computed
from various satellites and weather station data (C3S, 2017). We designate non-African locations as
in-distribution and Africa as OOD. We use a 1D-CNN to handle the temporal structure in the MODIS
data. See Appendix B.3 for details.
Data splits. We first split off the OOD data, then split the rest into training, validation, and
in-distribution test (see Appendix B for details). We use a portion of the training set and OOD set
as in-distribution and OOD unlabeled data respectively. The rest of the OOD set is held out as test
data. We run 5 trials, where we randomly re-generate the training/unlabeled split for each trial (keeping
held-out splits fixed). We use a reduced number of labeled examples from each dataset (1%, 5%, 10%
of labeled examples for CelebA, Cropland, and Landcover respectively), with the rest as unlabeled.
Repeated self-training. In our experiments, we also consider augmenting In-N-Out models with
repeated self-training, which has fueled recent improvements in both domain adaptation and ImageNet
classification (Shu et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2020). For one additional round of repeated self-training,
we use the In-N-Out model to pseudolabel all unlabeled data (both ID and OOD) and also initialize
the weights with the In-N-Out model. Each method is trained with early-stopping and hyperparameters
are chosen using the validation set.
5.2 M AIN R ESULTS
Table 1 compares the in-distribution (ID) and OOD accuracy of different methods. In all datasets, pretraining with aux-outputs improves OOD performance over the baseline, and In-N-Out (with or without
repeated ST) generally improves both in- and out-of-distribution performance over all other models.
CelebA. In CelebA, using auxiliary information either as aux-inputs or outputs improves both ID
(2–4%) and OOD accuracy (5%). We hypothesize this is because the auxiliary information is quite
robust. Figure 4 shows that there is a significant correlation (r = 0.72) between ID and OOD accuracy
for 100 different sets of aux-inputs, supporting results on standard datasets (Recht et al., 2019; Xie
et al., 2020; Santurkar et al., 2020). In-N-Out achieves the best OOD performance and comparable
ID performance even though there is no tradeoff between ID and OOD accuracy.
Remote sensing. In the remote sensing datasets, aux-inputs can induce a tradeoff where increasing
ID accuracy hurts OOD performance. In cropland prediction, even with a small geographic shift (US
Midwest), the baseline model has a significant drop from ID to OOD accuracy (4%). The aux-inputs
model improves ID accuracy almost 1% above the baseline but OOD accuracy drops 6%. In land cover
prediction, using climate information as aux-inputs decreases OOD accuracy by over 4% compared to
the baseline. The aux-outputs model improves OOD, but decreases ID accuracy by 3% over the baseline.
7
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OOD accuracy

78
77

Only in-distribution
Only OOD
Both

76
75
74
90.0 90.5 91.0 91.5 92.0 92.5
In-distribution accuracy

ID Test Acc

OOD Test Acc

69.73 ± 0.51
69.92 ± 0.41
70.07 ± 0.46

57.73 ± 1.58
59.28 ± 1.01
59.84 ± 0.98

Table 2: Ablation study on the use of indistribution vs.
OOD unlabeled data in
pre-training models on Landcover, where unlabeled sample size is standardized (much smaller
than Table 1). Using OOD unlabeled examples are
important for gains in OOD accuracy (%). Results
are shown with 90% error intervals over 5 trials.

Figure 5: In-distribution vs. OOD accuracy
on CelebA when sequentially adding a random
set of 15 auxiliary inputs one-by-one. Even
if adding all 15 auxiliary inputs improves
both in-distribution and OOD accuracy, some
intermediate in-distribution gains can hurt OOD.

Improving in-distribution accuracy over aux-outputs. One of the main goals of the self-training
step in In-N-Out is to improve the in-distribution performance of the aux-outputs model. We compare
to oracle models that use a large amount of in-distribution labeled data to compare the gains from
In-N-Out. In Landcover, the oracle model which uses 160k labeled ID examples gets 80.5% accuracy.
In-N-Out uses 16k labeled examples and 150k unlabeled ID examples (with 50k unlabeled OOD
examples) and improves the ID accuracy of aux-output from 72.5% to 77.4%, closing most (62%)
of the gap. In Cropland, the oracle model achieves 95.6% accuracy. Here, In-N-Out closes 80% of
the gap between aux-outputs and the oracle, improving ID accuracy from 95.1% to 95.5%.
Ablations with only pre-training or self-training. We analyze the individual contributions of selftraining and pre-training in In-N-Out. On both cropland and land cover prediction, In-N-Out outperforms standard self-training on pseudolabels from the aux-inputs model (In-N-Out without pre-training),
especially on OOD performance, where In-N-Out improves by about 1% and 2% respectively. Similarly,
In-N-Out improves upon pre-training (aux-outputs model) both ID and OOD for both datasets.
5.3 C HOICE OF AUXILIARY INPUTS MATTERS
We find that the choice of auxiliary inputs affects the tradeoff between ID and OOD performance
significantly, and thus is important to consider for problems with distribution shift. While Figure 4
shows that auxiliary inputs tend to simultaneously improve ID and OOD accuracy in CelebA, our theory
suggests that in the worst case, there should be auxiliary inputs that worsen OOD accuracy. Indeed,
Figure 5 shows that when taking a random set of 15 auxiliary inputs and adding them sequentially
as auxiliary inputs, there are instances where an extra auxiliary input improves in-distribution but hurts
OOD accuracy even if adding all 15 auxiliary inputs improves both ID and OOD accuracy. In cropland
prediction, we compare using location coordinates and vegetation data as auxiliary inputs with only
using vegetation data. The model with locations achieves the best ID performance, improving almost
1% in-distribution over the baseline with only RGB. Without locations (only vegetation data), the ID
accuracy is similar to the baseline but the OOD accuracy improves by 1.5%. In this problem, location
coordinates help with in-distribution interpolation, but the model fails to extrapolate to new locations.
5.4 OOD UNLABELED DATA IS IMPORTANT FOR PRE - TRAINING
We compare the role of in-distribution vs. OOD unlabeled data in pre-training. Table 2 shows
the results of using only in-distribution vs. only OOD vs. a balanced mix of unlabeled examples
for pre-training on the Landcover dataset, where unlabeled sample size is standardized across the
models (by reducing to the size of the smallest set, resulting in 4x less unlabeled data). Using only
in-distribution unlabeled examples does not improve OOD accuracy, while having only OOD unlabeled
examples does well both in-distribution and OOD since it also has access to the labeled in-distribution
data. For the same experiment in cropland prediction, the differences were not statistically significant,
perhaps due to the smaller geographic shift (across states in cropland vs. continents in landcover).

6

R ELATED WORK

Multi-task learning and weak supervision. Caruana and de Sa (2003) proposed using noisy features (aux-outputs) as a multi-task output, but do not theoretically analyze this approach. Wu et al.
(2020) also study multi-task linear regression. However, their auxiliary tasks must have true parameters
that are closely aligned (small cosine distance) to the target task. Similarly, weak supervision works
assume access to weak labels correlated with the true label (Ratner et al., 2016; 2017). In our paper,
8
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we make no assumptions about the alignment of the auxiliary and target tasks beyond a shared latent
variable while also considering distribution shifts.
Transfer learning, pre-training, and self-supervision. We support empirical works that show the
success of transfer learning and pre-training in vision and NLP (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Simonyan
and Zisserman, 2015; Devlin et al., 2019). Theoretically, Du et al. (2020); Tripuraneni et al. (2020)
study pre-training in a similar linear regression setup. They show in-distribution generalization bound
improvements, but do not consider OOD robustness or combining with auxiliary inputs. Hendrycks
et al. (2019b) shows empirically that self-supervision can improve robustness to synthetic corruptions.
We support these results by showing theoretical and empirical robustness benefits for pre-training
on auxiliary information, which can be derived from the original input as in self-supervision.
Self-training for robustness. Raghunathan et al. (2020) analyze robust self-training (RST) (Carmon
et al., 2019; Najafi et al., 2019; Uesato et al., 2019), which improves the tradeoff between standard and
adversarially robust accuracy, in min-norm linear regression. Khani and Liang (2021) show how to
use RST to make a model robust against a predefined spurious feature without losing accuracy. While
related, we work in multi-task linear regression, study pre-training, and prove robustness to arbitrary
covariate shifts. Kumar et al. (2020) show that repeated self-training on gradually shifting unlabeled
data can enable adaptation over time. In-N-Out is complementary and may provide better pseudolabels
in each step of this method. Chen et al. (2020) show that self-training can remove spurious features for
Gaussian input features in linear models, whereas our results hold for general input distributions (with
density). Zoph et al. (2020) show that self-training and pre-training combine for in-distribution gains.
We provide theory to support this and also show benefits for OOD robustness.
Domain adaptation. Domain adaptation works account for covariate shift by using unlabeled data
from a target domain to adapt the model (Blitzer and Pereira, 2007; Daumé III, 2007; Shu et al., 2018;
Hoffman et al., 2018; Ganin et al., 2016). Often, modern domain adaptation methods (Shu et al.,
2018; Hoffman et al., 2018) have a self-training or entropy minimization component that benefits from
having a better model in the target domain to begin with. Similarly, domain adversarial methods (Ganin
et al., 2016) rely on the inductive bias of the source-only model to correctly align the source and target
distributions. In-N-Out may provide a better starting point for these domain adaptation methods.

7

D ISCUSSION

Using spurious features for robustness. Counterintuitively, In-N-Out uses potentially spurious features (the auxiliary information, which helps in-distribution but hurts OOD accuracy) to improve OOD
robustness. This is in contrast to works on removing spurious features from the model (Arjovsky et al.,
2019; Ilyas et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020). In-N-Out promotes utilizing all available information by
leveraging spurious features as useful in-distribution prediction signals rather than throwing them away.
General robustness with unlabeled data. In-N-Out is an instantiation of a widely applicable
paradigm for robustness: collect unlabeled data in all parts of the input space and learn better representations from the unlabeled data before training on labeled data. This paradigm has driven large progress
in few-shot generalization in vision (Hendrycks et al., 2019a;b) and NLP (Devlin et al., 2019; Brown
et al., 2020). In-N-Out enriches this paradigm by proposing that some features of the collected data can
be used as input and output simultaneously, which results in robustness to arbitrary distribution shifts.
Leveraging metadata and unused features in applications. Many applications have inputs
indexed by metadata such as location coordinates or timestamps (Christie et al., 2018; Yeh et al., 2020;
Ni et al., 2019). We can use such metadata to join (in a database sense) other auxilary data sources
on this metadata for use in In-N-Out. This auxiliary information may often be overlooked or discarded,
but In-N-Out provides a way to incorporate them to improve both in- and out-of-distribution accuracy.
Division between input features and auxiliary information. While a standard division between inputs and auxiliary information may exist in some domains, In-N-Out applies for any division of the input.
An important further question is how to automatically choose this division under distribution shifts.

8

C ONCLUSION

We show that while auxiliary information as inputs improve in-distribution and OOD on standard
curated datasets, they can hurt OOD in real-world datasets. In contrast, we show that using auxiliary
information as outputs by pretraining improves OOD performance. In-N-Out combines the strengths
of auxiliary inputs and outputs for further improvements both in- and out-of-distribution.
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